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correlation between scores on verbal tests of intelligence
and reading ability hover around 0.60. As might be ex-
pected, correlations with group tests usually are higher
and correlations with non-verbal tests much lower than
those with Binet scores. Although even the feeble-minded
may acquire a certain degree of mechanical reading ability,
a minimum intelligence level is necessary in order to com-
prehend what is read. Some degree of reading retardation
is to be expected of any child whose ability, represented by
a Binet intelligence quotient, is below 80.
 2.	Provide for and encourage voluntary reading related to
pupils7 individual interests and to the classroom activities.
 3.	Help pupils to develop certain new reading skills appropri-
ate to their present interests and needs.    This can best
be done concretely in connection with the daily reading
and study activities.   The kind of assignments given, the
kind of examination, and the nature of the class discus-
sions all have an important part in determining the way
children in these grades read.   If they are expected to know
isolated details, they will read to get details.   If they are
expected to discover the author's pattern of thought and
relate it to their previous experiences and to their present
problems, they will read with this purpose in mind.   This
natural kind of practice is safe and sure, whereas training
in the mechanics of eye movements and speech enunciation
may decrease the number of fixations per line and elimi-
nate errors in word pronunciation without effecting any
fundamental improvement in getting thought from the
printed page.   The teacher must provide for progression
in reading abilities.
 4.	Help children to acquire a larger and more precise vocabu-
lary in the fields in which they are studying.    Such a
vocabulary will be acquired incidentally, to a large extent,
in connection with their reading and speech.   In addition
special attention may be given to unfamiliar words in their
context.   These words may be checked as the child reads
and later looked up in the dictionary, studied, and used.
5.	Diagnose the special reading difficulties of individuals and
apply  appropriate   treatment   to  the  specific  problems.
Causes of reading deficiency may be physical and consti-
tutional, psychological, and environmental.   They include

